OBJECTIVES ADDRESSED

- Support Youth to actively engage in their community development
- Enhance Yemeni Women leadership in political engagement
- Strengthen youth initiatives to play vital role in local communities' development
- Enhance youth economic opportunities

GOVERNORATES AND DISTRICTS COVERED

- Hodiedah: Almeira District
- Sanaa: Shub and Moeen Districts
- Taiz: Taltikh, Al-Masrakh Districts
- Aqan: Amanorah, Sheikh Ottoman Districts

YLDF PROGRAM FACT SHEETS FOR YEAR 2015 & 2016

THEMES COVERED

01. Gender Equality
02. Peace
03. Citizenship
04. Women Leadership
05. Youth Community Participation
06. Economic Empowerment

BENEFICIARIES TARGETED

- Number of Youth Targeted: 774
- Number of Community Members Addressed (Indirect beneficiaries): 861
- Number of Youth Initiatives Supported: 29
- Number of Political Parties: 7
- Number of Start-up Businesses: 14

YOUTH LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
Mujahid St, next to Ministry of Transport, Across from Kuwait Embassy, Sana’a, Yemen
Tel: +961 1 510441 / 240 355 | Fax: +961 1 260183 | P.O. Box: 14521 | www.yldf.org
Examples of Community Activities Implemented by Youth Initiatives

35 Community activities implemented by youth to address around 20,000 other youth and community members. Following are examples of activities implemented by youth.

Film Viewing Sessions
Youth trained in the Camera as Voice project have conducted a series of film viewing sessions for approximately 4800 males and females in local communities in which attendees were able to discuss the story of the film and give their own opinion about challenges they may face in gender equality.

1000 Peace Candle Activity
Peace Candle Activity implemented by “Volunteers Despite the War Initiative” in which 1050 dialogue channels were conducted on peace-building and how to activate youth to play a role in peacebuilding. Activity was concluded by waiting up to 1000 peace phrases.

Lighting 68 houses
In the Mahoa Neighborhood and an activity that was implemented by Roots initiative in Maen District.

Counseling sessions for 15 disabled youth
Implemented by Peace ID Initiative in Almorna District - Alhodiedah. Sessions included the following topics: Psychological support, Communication skills, Coexistence and peace. Also an Exhibition was conducted that aimed to view creations and talents of trainees especially for physically disabled.

Honoring 8 cleaners
by the Coexistence Life Initiative in Almorna District - Alhodiedah.

Fund for 14 startup businesses
150 youth have increased their entrepreneurial skills and 80 youth have increased their employability skills. 14 have started their small businesses in Taiz, Aden, and Sana’a.

16 Film Productions
Films are produced on leadership of women in conflict. 2 films were produced on the child marriage and university guidance.